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Abstract. A novel multiband metamaterial absorber (MTMA) is proposed which is capable of well presenting a
polarization-insensitive and wide incident angle stability in the microwave frequency range. The proposed MTMA comprising two vertically stacked asterisk-based copper resonators separated by dielectric layer of flame retardant type four and
backed with a thin copper film. High-frequency structure simulator was used to simulate the absorber and to depict surface
current distribution. The results showed that the absorber is operated at three narrow bands with high absorptivity of about
92, 100 and 100% at frequencies of 2.75, 4.3 and 9.5 GHz, respectively. The position of the resonant peaks can be effectively
tuned by adjusting the geometry parameters of the structure, thereby achieving a multiband, polarization-independent and
wide-angle absorber. The designed structure is important for the application of sensors, thermal images and in constructing
broad multiband signals for electromagnetic compatibility/interference.
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1. Introduction
Metamaterial (MTM) is a composite structure that is
engineered to achieve a new physically realizable electromagnetic response which cannot be attained by common
materials. The concept of metamaterial absorber (MTMA)
gained a remarkable progress owing to the successful implementation of absorbers and absorber-based devices. The first
proposed perfect metamaterial absorber (PMTMA), which
was operated in a microwave regime, was designed by Landy
et al [1]. MTMAs are made of periodically arranged unit
cell resonators, which are employed at a certain frequency
range. Their operation can be tuned in microwave and optical frequency ranges for applications in image resolutions and
bolometer devices. However, the relatively narrow-bandwidth
limits their widespread applications.
Researchers have made efforts to study the bandwidth
enhancement of MTMAs [2,3], wherein the absorption
response of MTMs are optimized to produce resonances
which can be independently affected by permittivity and permeability [4–6].
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The absorption ability of an absorber is dependent on
the polarization direction and angle of the incident wave.
Polarization-independent absorber structures can be realized by constructing horizontally and vertically symmetric
unit cells [7,8]. As such, investigations on the angle- and
polarization-independent MTMAs have been the focus of
recent research studies [9–11]. Due to the exotic electromagnetic characteristics, the MTMAs are also applied in cloaking
[12], imaging [13], antennas [14] and solar cells [15], with
special focus on designing perfect absorbers [16]. MTMAs
are gaining popularity owing to the important features offered
by these structures such as low profile (small overall size),
easy fabrication, absorption tuneability and ultrathin design
[17]. Along this line, various proposed PMTMAs are found in
literature which are purposely designed to produce resonant
modes in the microwave [18], terahertz [19], infrared [20]
and optical [21] range of frequencies. For instance, MTMA
with triple-resonant modes has been reported [22], in which
the geometrical modification in a tetra-arrow resonator (TAR)
structure was seen to have a great impact on the quantity
and quality of the absorption peaks in the microwave region.
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Furthermore, absorbers with multi narrowband absorption
peaks are of great importance for some specific applications.
Consequently, attempts to develop multi-band MMAs have
been made with special attention to be paid on the perfect
absorption either in gigahertz or terahertz frequencies [23–
26]. However, the objective of realizing a perfect absorption
for all the resonant modes is somehow difficult and has not
yet been achieved.
It is known that the optimal selection of dimensions,
shape and geometry of the resonator is the key factor to
achieve MTMs with perfect absorption property. Li et al
[22] suggested a TAR-based MTMA with three resonant
modes, wherein only the lowest resonant mode (2.06 GHz)
approached perfect absorption. Li et al [27] also reported a
multiband absorber which presented two peaks of nearly perfect absorptivity ( A = 99%) at 4.41 and 12.74 GHz, while
a third resonant peak had only approached A = 88%. In
these studies, a wide-angle polarization-insensitive absorber
has been achieved to some extent from 0 to 60◦ .
In this research study, a novel MTM design is suggested, by
which a wide-angle (from 0 to 90◦ ) polarization-insensitive
multiband absorber is achieved with high absorptivity, 92, 100
and 100%, for three main resonant modes at frequencies 2.75,
4.3 and 9.5 GHz, respectively. The proposed MTMA consists
of a double-layered rectangle ring-bounded asterisk resonator
and a metallic film, which are set apart by two dielectric spacers. The results showed that the designed structure can operate
at different resonant modes. The absorber is independent on
the polarization of the microwave ray, while the resonant peak
positions can be tuned by changing the resonator design of the
absorber structure. The surface current distribution for each
layer at the absorption peaks was studied. We believe that the
proposed MTMA structure is very important for the sensor
and thermal image applications.

2. Numerical model of MTMA
The proposed multiband MTMA is made of a double-layered
rectangle ring-bounded asterisk resonator and a metallic film,
which are separated by two dielectric spacers. The absorber
structure is designed from bottom to top as follows; a ground
metal film, first dielectric spacer, lower asterisk-based resonator, second dielectric spacer and upper asterisk-based
resonator. The dielectric spacers are FR4-type dielectric
material with εr = 4.4 and tan δ = 0.02, while metallic parts are copper metals having a conductivity of σ =
5.8 × 107 S m−1 . A commercial full electromagnetic wave
solver, finite-element method based on high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS), was utilized to perform the numerical
investigations. To obtain and simulate the infinite periodic
unit cells, periodic boundary conditions with floquet port
mode were used. As can be seen in the figure 1a with the
designation of the electric/magnetic field vector and propagation along the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively, the boundary
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Figure 1. Design of the proposed MTMA (a) perspective, (b) top
view and (c) side view.

condition is applied as open along the z-direction for incident
waves and the boundary conditions are adjusted as periodic
along the x- and y-directions.
The dimensional parameters of a unit cell are P = 10.2 mm
and a = 10 mm. The thickness of each metal layer is 0.01 mm,
while that for the two dielectric spacers is t1 = t2 = 1 mm.
Each of the asterisk resonators have eight fingers with length
l = 4.5 mm and width w1 = 0.5 mm which is similar to the
width of the bounded rectangular ring, w2 (see figure 1b).
In this study, we first designed two different MTMA structures and compared them with each other. Later on, the two
MTMAs were combined into one single MTMA, as shown
in figure 2. The first structure is a window-shaped electric
resonator from the top, followed by a FR4-type dielectric substrate with εr = 4.4 and tan δ = 0.02 and the metal film at
the bottom, as shown in figure 2a. In the second structure,
the resonator is replaced by a cross resonator put inside a
rectangular ring, as shown in figure 2c. The dimensions of
the two unit cells are P = 10.2 mm and a = 10 mm. The
thickness of each metallic layer is 0.01 mm, while the thickness of the dielectric spacer is t1 = 1 mm. In figure 2b and d,
l = 4.25 mm and w = 0.5 mm.

3. Simulation results
To investigate the absorption behaviour of the proposed
MTMAs, the equation of absorption strength, A = 1−|S11 |2 −
|S21 |2 can be used, where A is the absorption power ratio,
S11 and S21 are reflected from and transmitted through the
absorber, respectively. Hence, reflected and transmitted values should be kept minimum as much as possible in order
to absorb highest incident via the absorber structure. In this
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Figure 3. Frequency dependent of absorptivity, (a) proposed
design of the multiband MTMA and (b) combined window-shaped
and cross-shaped structures.

Figure 2. Designed structure of the microwave MTMA; (a)
oblique view window shape resonator, (b) top view, (c) schematic
structure for the cross shape, (d) its top view and (e) side view of the
two proposed MTMA.

study, to eliminate the transmission losses, the back of the
structure is covered by metallic film, as a result of this the
transmission can be considered zero, i.e., A = 1 − |S11 |2
[28]. The absorption spectra of the designed structures within
the entire microwave region are shown in figure 3.
Figure 3a shows the comparison of absorptivity for three
different cases in the frequency range from 2 to 10 GHz. One
can see that for the whole MTMA design (combining cases
1 and 2), there exist three main resonant peaks denoted as
modes 1, 2 and 3 from low to high frequency, respectively.
These peaks are corresponding to the absorptivity of 92, 100
and 100% for each of the modes at 2.75, 4.30 and 9.50 GHz,
respectively. Two highly intensive resonance peaks appeared
at frequencies 3 and 7.5 GHz in case 2, which are corresponding to the absorptivity of 93 and 73%, respectively. In case
3, two main absorption peaks were noticed close to that of
modes 1 and 3, implying that mode 2 resonant peak is due to
the combined resonators to form an asterisk shape. It is concluded that the deviation of the amplitude and position of
each peak comes from the coupling between the lower

electric resonator and the upper electric resonator. Because
of the thickness of the substrate, which affects the magnetic
resonant coupling, various intensive peaks result, and modes
1 and 3 can be assigned to the lower and upper electric ring
resonators, respectively. It is however, the lower resonator
responsible for producing four weak peaks between mode 2
and mode 3, its combination with the upper resonator has
made three of these peaks to disappear, thereby generating
mode 2 resonant peak.
Figure 3b shows the absorption spectra of the combined
window and cross-shaped resonators in the frequency range
from 2 to 10 GHz. Two peaks appeared at 3.5 and 8 GHz, corresponding to the absorptivity of 99 and 96%, respectively.
The inset of the figure shows a comparison of absorptivity
for the two different structures. A single absorption peak
appeared for the window-shaped resonator with absorptivity of 82% at 3.82 GHz, while two intensive absorption peaks
were noticed for the cross-shaped resonator at frequencies of 3
and 8 GHz, corresponding to the absorptivity of 100 and 98%,
respectively. Full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) was used
to determine the absorption bandwidths. FWHM was found
to be 2.76 GHz for the designed window-shaped resonator,
and it was about 0.13 and 0.44 GHz for peaks 1 and 2 of the
cross-shaped resonator, respectively. Noticeably, the final proposed MTMA presented an improved absorption behaviour
compared to that of the two separate designs. As such, the
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Figure 4. Effect of (a) width, (b) length and (c) thickness on absorbing peaks.

three intensive absorption peaks at 2.75, 4.30 and 9.50 GHz
are corresponding to the absorptivity of 92, 100 and 100%,
respectively.

3.1 Effect of dimensional variations on the absorption
response
The effect of geometries of the proposed structure on amplitude and position of the absorption peaks are shown in
figure 4a–c. Each of the parameters w1 , l and t were changed
separately, while others were kept constant.
Figure 4a shows the effect of w1 on the absorbing resonant peaks. One can see that by changing the finger width
(w1 ) of the upper asterisk resonator, the absorption curve and
the absorption bandwidth of the resonant modes 2 and 3 are
changed, while that for mode 1 remains relatively unchanged.
The third resonance absorption peak is directly related to
the parameter w1 as it is mostly affected by this parametric
change. This is in agreement with our previous assignment
where the resonant mode 3 is attributed to the presence of
the upper resonator (see figure 3a). This variation in the
absorption is due to the increase of the effective inductance

Figure 5. Polarization dependent of absorptivity.

area which mostly affects the higher frequencies. The third
resonance frequency can be given by the equation.
f3 =

2π

1
√

LC/2

,
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Figure 6. Simulated absorption ratios for different incident angles (a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization.

where C is the capacitance of the asterisk-based resonator,
L is the inductance of the resonator, which is approximately
given by L∼(lt/w) (as for the case of two parallel plates).
L is inversely proportional to the parameter w. Hence, f 3 is
directly proportional to the parameter w1 , which is in good
agreement with the results presented in figure 4a. Figure 4b
shows the absorption response with the increase of parameter
l in steps of 0.5 mm. A point to note is that the increment in l
has made the lowermost frequency absorptions to be increased
accompanied by an increase in the bandwidth. Therefore,
the lowermost frequencies were influenced by changing the
length of the resonator, whereas the higher frequencies up to
9 GHz did not change. The increase of the length (l) has led to
increase in the absorption bandwidth and reduced the absorptivity of the lower band frequencies. As such, the resonance
frequency f 3 depends heavily on l and w1 . The relationship
between the resonant frequency f 2 and l1 can be defined
as [29]
f2 ∼

Figure 7. Absorption ratios with respect to the incident angle
(when φ = 0).

1
.
l1

It is clear from the above definition that the resonant frequency f 2 is directly correlated to l1 , as shown in figure 4b.
Figure 4c shows the absorption response with the variation
of thickness of the two dielectric spacer (t). As thickness
increases to 1 mm, we can see that the absorptivity and the
bandwidth of the frequencies increased. The reason for this
variation caused by electrical coupling between the metallic
layers and the dielectric spacers, which depend on the thickness parameters t1 and t2 .
3.2 Polarization and incident angle dependence
Simulated results of the absorption characteristic for the proposed MTMA structure at different polarization angle (φ) are
shown in figure 5.
At first glance, it is noticed that all peaks are overlapped
which indicated that the designed structure is independent

Figure 8. Absorption as a function of frequency in four different
cases.
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Figure 9. Graph of the surface current distribution on the (a) upper resonator, (b) lower resonator and
(c) metallic layer at the first resonant frequency.

Figure 10. Graph of the surface current distribution on the (a) upper resonator, (b) lower resonator and
(c) metallic layer at the second resonant frequency.
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Figure 11. Graph of the surface current distribution on the (a) upper resonator, (b) lower resonator and
(c) metallic layer at the third resonant frequency.

on the polarization of the incident wave. In real applications,
the incident electromagnetic wave reaches the absorber structures obliquely. Therefore, the absorption ability of the
oblique incident wave of the proposed structure is achieved for
both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)
polarization conditions, as shown in figure 6a and b. Concluding, the designed MTMA exhibited a wide-angle polarization
insensitive property.
It was seen from figure 6 that the absorption peaks were
slightly changed with the increased θ of TE polarization in
the vicinity of 7.6 GHz. In addition, the absorption ratio in the
first peak at 2.8 GHz was increased considerably from 0.92 to
0.96 when the incident angle θ was increased from 0 to 60◦
accompanied by trivial shifts in frequency position. In contrast
to the TE polarization, when the EM wave propagates in TM
polarization, the peak absorption level located at 2.8 GHz
showed two peaks as given in figure 6b, the absorptivity is
around 0.92 and 0.96, as is observed from the TM polarization,
the absorption performance is moderately increased from 0.78
to 0.92, the peak indicates more sensitivity as the incidence
angle increases.
The simulated results of incident angle dependence of the
absorber is shown in figure 7. It was observed that if the
azimuthal angle φ = 0, the absorptivity varies with the angle

of incident wave (i.e., θ ). The resonance frequencies f 1 , f 2
and f 3 are more sensitive to the incident angle θ . Due to the
electrical coupling effects, f 1 is dependent on the thickness
of dielectric spacers and θ . It is noteworthy that this result is
in accordance with the results illustrated in figure 4c. According to the obtained results, the proposed MTMA is sensitive to
the incidence angle θ , but still has perfect absorption abilities
in the resonance frequencies. Since the minimum absorption
ratio of the main three modes of frequencies is higher by 60%
when the angle θ reaches 60◦ , this MTMA can be used in
several practical applications.
3.3 Effect of losses on the absorptivity
To better understand and analyse the effect of the metallic
parts and dielectric layer on absorptivity, four different cases
are examined. The first is, a lossy dielectric substrate (εr = 4.4
and tan δ = 0.02), the second is a loss-less substrate (εr = 4.4
and tan δ = 0), the third case is a lossy copper-type metal
with δ = 5.8 × 107 S m−1 and the last case is a loss-less
metal perfect electric conductor (PEC). The simulated results
of absorption for the four cases are shown in figure 8.
The results showed that the high absorption ratio of the proposed structure depends on both the dielectric loss and ohmic
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loss and the metallic part has more effects on the absorption
than the substrate. We noticed that the dielectric loss or the
ohmic loss is set to obtain the perfect absorber peaks in which
the respective loss is dominant.
3.4 Surface current distribution
Surface current distributions were simulated for better understanding the absorption characteristic of the proposed multiband MTMA for three cases shown in figures 9–11, respectively.
Figure 9a shows that the surface current acting as a resonant dipole accumulating on the centre of the upper layer
in low-frequency range, while figure 9c shows two counter
circulating currents and reverse surface current was produced on the metal film. The results indicated that the
low-frequency inductive and capacitive (LC) resonance [30]
primarily resulted in two counter circulating currents in the
resonator, capacitor C produced along the x-direction split
of the electromagnetic wave and inductance L established by
the edges of top and bottom layers of the resonators.
Figure 10 shows that the second main resonant peak at
4.3 GHz results from the current excited at the centre and sides
of the layer, the surface currents excited by high absorption
frequency at 9.5 GHz is directly dependent on the meandered
sideward.
Figure 11 shows that the surface current distribution on
the lower asterisk-based resonator layer is opposite to that
on the upper resonator. In the meantime, the amplitude of the
surface current on the upper resonator is larger than that of the
metallic layer. Hence, it is not hard to estimate that the third
resonance is a typical dipole resonance that depends on the
upper resonator. The absorption peak located at 9.5 GHz can
be ascribed to the resonant surface currents concentrating on
the meandered sideward and the centre. Therefore, resonant
current also acts as the short dipoles compared with the long
dipoles in the central part excited at 2.75 and 4.3 GHz.

4. Conclusion
A novel polarization-insensitive and wide-angle multiband
MTMA was successfully designed and tested. The new proposed MTMA showed two main perfect resonant peaks at 4.3
and 9.5 GHz and one high absorptive peak close to the perfection at 2.75 GHz in the microwave frequency range, which
can be used for power collection applications. HFSS was used
to extract the parameters. Simulated results indicated high
absorptivity of 92, 100 and 100% for the three major resonant
modes at frequencies of 2.75, 4.3 and 9.5 GHz, respectively.
According to simulated results when two resonators are combined in one structure, it is possible to achieve two intensive
resonant peaks of absorptivity 99 and 96% at frequency
3.5 and 8 GHz, respectively. The absorbing peaks position
was tuned effectively by changing the geometries of the
MTMA. The main factors that resulted in the high absorption
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ratio were figured out by taking into account different lossy
configurations. The detailed physical characteristics of each
peak were realized through the simulation of surface current distribution on the resonators. The absorber can have
potential practical applications in thermal image, sensor and
in constructing broadband and multiband absorber for electromagnetic compatibility/interference (EMC/EMI).
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